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Introduction
About This User Guide
This document provides help for the configuration and use of the QTech SMS Controller which is a
powerful cellular remote-control unit. It uses text messages to provide multiple people with status
conditions, alarms, and control options.
Setup and configuration of the SMS Controller is via “SMS Messenger Workbench”, a user-friendly PC
application for Microsoft Windows. Setup can be performed “offline” allowing you to pre-configure
SMS Controllers. These configurations can then be saved for future use.

Figure 1: An SMS Controller with stub antenna

Each SMS Controller is supplied with the following:
1x SMS Controller Module (P/N PD8611-4G)
1x Antenna (stub type), 2dBi gain (P/N PD9230)
1x USB (Type A-B) Programming Cable (P/N CB-USB-AB)

Getting started
Install the SIM Card in the SMS Controller
Before installing the SIM card, ensure that it is activated. We recommend you insert the SIM into a
regular cell phone to prove this. Carefully remove the SMS Controller cover by prising the side panels
close to the retaining dimples.
Locate the SIM card holder adjacent to the antenna. Push the top part of the holder in the direction
of the “Open” arrows (away from the antenna). Carefully insert the SIM card from your chosen Telco.
Be careful to orientate the card correctly and then slide the plastic retainer towards the antenna.
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Unlock Holder

Insert SIM

Close Holder

Lock Holder

The SIM card must be a standard “Mini SIM” card, not a “micro SIM”

Antenna Connection
Carefully connect the antenna. Do not operate the SMS Controller without an antenna connected.
Refer to the Antenna Notes section for alternatives.

Power Supply Connection
The SMS Controller is powered from an external 12-30 V DC supply.
Connect the supply to the power connector, positive to the “+V”
terminal, negative to “GND”. The third terminal on the right is not
used.
We recommend the QTech plug pack P/N PD5412.

- Warning – Do NOT use Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS) with this product.
The DC power supply used for this product MUST have a grounded negative or be a “linear”
transformer-based plug pack. The reason is that the antenna, programming port and
external connections can provide exposed earth points and the SMPS can impose an AC
voltage on the DC ground, which can lead to damage. Suitable cost-effective power supplies
are available from QTech: Plug Pack - P/N PD5412 or Power Pack with flying lead – P/N
PD5414.

Software Installation
Download the configuration software from www.qtech.co.nz. Hover over Wireless & Cellular and then
select Cellular Remote Control. Choose ‘SMS Controller’. Scroll down and click product downloads.
The latest version of this software is downloadable from this page.

The software must be installed before connecting the SMS Controller to your PC with the
USB programming cable

This will install the software in your Program Files folder, create a desktop shortcut, and install the
required USB driver.
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Power up the SMS Controller and connect it to the PC using the supplied USB cable (type A to B).
Within a minute you should see a message bubble displayed in the system tray saying, “Found New
Hardware”. The installation is automatic and a few seconds later you will see a further message
bubble saying, “Hardware is installed and ready for use”.

Configuring the device using SMS Messenger Workbench
This is where the entire configuration of the SMS Controller takes place.

Follow the steps shown in the help bubbles to
get the basic aspects of the SMS Controller set
up.
The configuration is intuitive and should only
take a few moments.
Click “Enter” to accept an entry or click in the
help bubble to advance.

System Information
This section contains details about the system. The following can be changed/edited:
Device Name:

Type in a Device Name for the SMS Controller. We recommend using the actual site name or customer
name e.g. “Pump Shed” or “Fred’s Farm” as this name will appear in all the text messages.
Current Device Time:

Click the <Set Time> button so synchronize the SMS Controller time with your PC. This is critical as
the Controller uses this time as part of the Message sent and in Control Programs (explained later in
more detail).
Service Provider:

From the dropdown menu, select which Service Provider is to be used. Selecting the service provider
populates account balance text and number for SMS request of account balance and the SMS call
centre information. These can be changed individually as well.
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Balance Request Message:
This feature configures an SMS message (e.g. “bal” to 777) to return the current account balance for
the SIM. The request is initiated from the operators (in the address book) which forwards the message
from the SMSC to the service provider, which returns the result to the operator.
Not all Service providers make this Service available. Due to advances in Technology, most Service
Providers now provide this Service with using a smartphone app that the operator can install on their
phone. The facility may not work using “on-plan” accounts because it is now frequently limited to
pre-pay accounts.
This feature is Auto-populated only for Vodafone and Spark. Please contact your service provider for
the specific text and number required for their network.
SMS Call Centre (Int’l Format):
This feature is auto populated when selecting the Service Provider from the dropdown menu. If
another SMS Call Centre is required, please enter it in International Format with the Country pre-fix.
Load/Save Configuration:

A configuration for the SMS Controller can be loaded from the Connected PC or, once the
configuration is completed and verified, a copy can be saved to the Hard Drive.
While connected to the SMS Controller, all changes made are saved immediately to the device and
does not have to be loaded/saved to the device once the configuration is done.

Live Status
This is a summary page of the SMS Controller Status and shows:
- All the inputs & outputs (Used and Unused)
- Their state
- Configuration information
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Live Status is replaced with I/O Overview when you are offline and not connected to an SMS
Controller.
To use/edit an I/O Point, click on the relevant point and the configuration screen will open for that
point.
SMS Controller Status and Stats:

Digital Inputs
A Digital Input can be configured by clicking on (in this instance) <Unused>
8x Digital inputs are available to be used.

SMS Workbench will open the following screen:

Current Status of the Input is displayed at the top of the screen.
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Name:
We recommend using a descriptive name as it will be included in all the text messages for this point.
Use as a Pulse Counter:
Digital inputs can be configured either as Discreet inputs or Pulse Counters.
Notification:

Under the Notification Section, the following can be configured:
- SMS or Control for the input
- Alarm / Event (Changes the message sent to the selected User – See <Message Reads>)
For Event – A Text will be sent to notify the recipient that a condition was met
For Alarm – A Text is sent to notify the recipient and an Acknowledge is required. If no
acknowledge is received, the same text will be escalated to the next recipient
- When to send an SMS
Message Reads:
Displays the format of the message which will be received as changes are made.
Sequence:
In the following section, criteria can be put in place as to what happens when.

Select applicable action from the dropdown list.
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Select User / Device.

If <This Device> is selected, additional options will become available.

The SMS Controller can automatically perform specified actions when something of interest happens.
The following screenshot shows that when the Site Security switch opens, the security camera is
switched on and after 30 seconds the alarm text is sent to the owner.

Digital Outputs
A Digital Output can be configured by clicking on (in this instance) <Unused>
8x Digital outputs are available to be used.

SMS Workbench will open the following screen:

Current Status of the Output is displayed at the top of the screen.
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Name:
We recommend using a descriptive name as it will be included in all the text messages for this point.

Try to keep the name short as you need to type the name in the text.
i.e. “pump” would be a good suggestion as the control text would be “turn on pump”.
Control:

If <Yes> is selected, an SMS will be sent from the controller to confirm that the command has been
received.
Recognised SMS Commands:

This is the commands to be used when setting the Digital Output.
Analogue Inputs
An Analogue Input can be configured by clicking on (in this instance)
<Unused>
2x Analogue inputs are available to be used.
SMS Workbench will open the following screen:

Current Status of the Input is displayed at the top of the screen.
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Name:
We recommend using a descriptive name as it will be included in all the text messages for this point.
Units:
Enter the units to be displayed in the Text Message
Use Scaling:
The RAW range for the Analogue inputs is 0 (4mA)-1025 (20mA).
- When Scaling is switched OFF, the maximum value of the RAW range will be displayed.

-

When Scaling is switched ON, the maximum value of the Range will be displayed.

Condition 1 / 2:

Condition 1 and 1 are configured the same way.
Notification:
Under the Notification Section, the following can be configured:
- Activate the input
Is this condition to be used?
- Alarm / Event (Changes the message sent to the selected User – See <Message Reads>)
For Event – A Text will be sent to notify the recipient that a condition was met
For Alarm – A Text is sent to notify the recipient and an Acknowledge is required. If no
acknowledge is received, the same text will be escalated to the next recipient
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-

When to send an SMS
Select an action from the dropdown menu:

Take care when selecting options to trigger events.
- If Selecting (%) then the percentage of the Displayed Value is utilised
- If Selecting (value) then the actual Displayed Value is utilised
Message Reads:
Displays the format of the message which will be received as changes are made
Sequence:
In the following section, criteria can be put in place as to what happens when.

Select applicable action from the dropdown list.

Select User / Device.

If <This Device> is selected, additional options will become available.
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The SMS Controller can automatically perform specified actions when something of interest happens.
The following screenshot shows that when the Site Security switch opens, the security camera is
switched on and after 30 seconds the alarm text is sent to the owner.

Analogue Outputs
An Analogue Output can be configured by clicking on (in this instance)
<Unused>
2x Analogue outputs are available to be used.
SMS Workbench will open the following screen:

Current Status of the Input is displayed at the top of the screen.
Name:
We recommend using a descriptive name as it will be included in all the text messages for this point.

Try to keep the name short as you need to type the name in the text.
i.e. “pump” would be a good suggestion as the control text would be “turn on pump”.
Units:
Enter the units to be displayed in the Text Message
Use Scaling:
The RAW range for the Analogue outputs is 0 (4mA)-1023 (20mA).
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-

When Scaling is switched OFF, RAW Values are to be used to set Outputs.

-

i.e. Set Unused 516 will set the Analogue output to 12mA
When Scaling is switched ON, Values within the Range specified are to be used to set
Outputs

i.e. Set Unused 50 will set the Analogue output to 12mA
Control:

If <Yes> is selected, an SMS will be sent from the controller to confirm that the command has been
received.
Recognised SMS Commands:

This is the commands to be used when setting the Analogue Output.

Address Book
This section enables you to enter and edit usernames and phone numbers for the texts.

Enter the name and phone number of all the people that you want to send texts to, receive prepay
balance messages or allow to control the system. Each person can be individually given these abilities
and changes can easily be made in the future.
Each user will only receive the messages they are interested in. This is configured in the “Sequence”
section for each relevant I/O point (See Analogue and Digital Inputs).
Press the test button to send a text to the person to show the system is working. This test facility is
also a great diagnostic tool to check the cellular network.
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The SMS Controller can also send texts to another SMS Controller. To use that option, select the
device type as either “SMSC” or “SMSC-P2P”. See the “SMSC to SMSC Communications” section for
important details regarding these options.

Note phone numbers are formatted as follows, and national and international dial formats
are supported:
•
<0><area code><phone number (up to 8 digits)>
•
<0><mobile network><phone number>
•
<+><country code><area code><phone number>
•
<+><country code><mobile network><phone number>

Control Programs
SMS Workbench allows the user to create up to 4 control programs. Each program can implement
different conditions depending on user preference. Setting up logical conditions to have a desired
action is achievable in program creation.
Control Programs can be accessed from the Live Status or I/O Overview (if offline) Screen
To start creating a control program, click one from the four available control
programs (in this instance) <Unused>
4x Control Program Slots are available to be used.
SMS Workbench will open the following screen:

Name:
The Name of the Control Program is not used for any Text Messages and it is recommended to utilise
this to clarify exactly what the program is supposed to do. i.e. Switch Pump on at 30%
Enabled:
Selecting OFF will prevent the Control Program from running
Condition Type:
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For Event – A Text will be sent to notify the designated recipient (s) that a condition was met
For Alarm – A Text is sent to notify the recipient and an Acknowledge is required. If no acknowledge
is received, the same text will be escalated to the next recipient
Conditions:

The next step is to define all possible conditions for the control program to consider, and the desired
result once all the conditions are met. Click the shaded object labelled with ‘Click to add a new
condition’ and follow the condition configuration flow.
SMS Workbench will open the following Screen:

Below picture is the road map in creating conditions.

Only I/O Already Defined can be used in Control Programs.
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You may add up to 8 conditions for each control program and apply logical conditions (and/or) to meet
a complicated controlled program’s needs.

After all the conditions have been added, click the rounded rectangle labelled as ‘Alter Remote I/O’ to
setup the device. It can be programmed to do up to 4 tasks in sequence with different number of
delay times.

Sequence:
In which order does the control program need to attend to the criteria defined.
When:
Select applicable action from the dropdown list as to when the action must be
applied.
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User/Device:
Select which User / Device are to be used for the configured action.
Selecting <This Device> will prompt for additional actions.
Selecting <User> will send and SMS to the selected recipient

Device Action:
ONLY IF <This Device> is selected
One of four options can be selected

To achieve “Returned to Normal” functionality, configure the SMS controller to send SMS message
once the conditions are no longer met.
You can remove all the conditions by clicking ‘Clear All Conditions’ button and confirming the deletion
action.

Ensure the Notification “Do you want to receive SMS or Control for this input” is set to
“Yes” for all inputs you want to receive an SMS from, or be able to control that point. By
default, this is set to “No” to prevent unnecessary SMS being sent when initially configuring
the Controller.
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Using the SMS Controller
Text Message Commands
The following commands can be used to retrieve information about the SMSC.
“status”
The SMSC replies with all the I/O values/states.
“stats”
The SMSC replies with how many SMS’s have been sent, how many SMS send
attempts have failed due to low signal strength (RSSI), and when the SMSC was last reset by cycling
the power supply.
“reset stats” The SMSC will reset the status information.
You can also send the SMSC any text (even a blank one) and it will confirm the acceptable message
formats for the control abilities.

SMSC to SMSC Texting
The ability of an SMSC to send control texts to another SMSC is a useful feature but please be aware
of the following limitations:
•
•

Only the Digital Outputs can be controlled. The Analogue Output values cannot be controlled
by another SMSC.
The SMSC does not support sending confirmation texts to another SMSC so you need to
ensure that “Reply with confirmation of control” is turned off.

P2P Mode
There is a special SMSC-P2P mode that is designed to streamline the configuration of Point To Point
sites. This feature was added in SMSC firmware version 2.06 and requires SMS Messenger Workbench
version 1.5.7 or greater.
When this mode is enabled all Digital and Analogue Inputs are copied directly to the Digital and
Analogue Outputs on the partner SMSC. The SMSC will send a text to the partner device each time
that a Digital Input changes state.

On both SMSCs go to the Address Book set
the Device Type as
SMS-P2P.
Ensure that you name all Analogue Inputs and Outputs that are to be used.

Next, go to the P2P Configuration screen and enable the P2P mode.
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P2P Mode Enabled
This setting will enable or disable the P2P mode.
Polling Mode
When Polling Mode is enabled the SMSC will periodically send a
message to its paired device. The Polling Period controls how
often the SMSC will send the P2P messages.
Comms Detection
When enabled the SMSC will activate the designated Digital
Output if it has not received a P2P message for longer than the
specified Timeout Period. The timeout must be equal to or
longer than the polling period set in the paired device (not the
device on which you are configuring the timeout).

An allowance of 5 minutes is made in the timeout to account for latency in message delivery
across the telecommunications network. Setting the timeout to say 1 min may take up to 6
minutes for the digital output to actually assert.

The telecommunications network does not guarantee that SMS messages will be delivered in
a timely manner nor that messages are delivered in the order that they are transmitted,
especially if hand off from one telco to another is involved. It is recommended that in order
to ensure that digital and analogue values are effectively replicated at the destination
device, that periodic polling is enabled. This will ensure that regular opportunity is afforded
to synchronise the devices’ input/output state information. Periodic polling is essential for
analogue value communications. Periodic polling also triggers messages to communicate
the state of digital inputs.

- Warning Multiple simultaneous or near simultaneous input changes can cause critical race conditions
with SMS messages and result in unexpected behaviour at the destination device due to the
nature of SMS message delivery. Care should be taken in the design of systems to avoid
rapidly changing inputs where the SMS system would not be able to keep up with the
changes.
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Physical I/O & Wiring Configurations
Digital Inputs
The digital inputs are normally open inputs that can be
connected to suitable mechanical switches, contacts, and
other closure devices.
An input is active or ON when the input switch is closed, and
inactive or OFF when the input switch is open. The digital input
LED will light up when the input is ON.

- Warning Only mechanical switches or mechanical closure devices should be connected to the inputs.
No external voltage or other electrical source is to be connected.
Digital Outputs
The digital outputs are solid state devices designed to interface
to a low power relay. The module turns a digital output ON by
switching the terminal to the power supply ground and the
digital output LED will light up when the output is ON.
The digital output channels can switch 1 amp at up to 26.5 volts.
However, the maximum current available to drive all eight
interface relays is 1.5A.
Output voltages are clamped to 65 volts during inductive switching and the voltage into a digital
output channel when the channel is OFF is also clamped to 65 volts, which eliminates the need for
reversed biased diodes across inductive loads.
To use a digital output with a relay, wire as shown in the diagram. We suggest relays with a current
of ~50mA.
Analogue Inputs
There are two Analogue Inputs configured for 4-20mA operation. (0-10V inputs are available to order).
The analogue input LEDs show the status of the signal the SMS Controller is receiving. If the LED is off,
it means the input signal is zero, or under-range. When the LED is ON, the signal is within the
measuring range that the input has been configured for. If the LED is flashing, it shows the signal is
over range.
4-20mA Devices
Any 4-20mA transducers must be powered using a separate power supply from the analogue signal
loop. If suitable, these devices can be powered from the RTU power supply.
If this is not suitable, the analogue transducer can be powered from a separate power supply if the
grounds of both the RTU and the other power supply are connected.
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Wiring examples of a 4-20mA device is as shown below:

Separate PSU

SMSC PSU

0-10V Devices (Optional)
If your RTU is configured to use 0-10V transducers, these are simply connected
between the input and the Ground pin, as shown on the right.

Anl In 1
G

Tx
+
-

Analogue Outputs
There are two analogue outputs configured for 4-20mA operation. (0-10V outputs are available to
order).
The Analogue Output LEDs show the status of the outputs. If the LED is off the output signal is zero.
When the LED is on, it indicates the signal is greater than zero.

Antenna Notes
The reliability of all cellular products is dependent on good signal strength. Before deciding on the
Telco to choose, please check coverage. We suggest that a cellular phone is taken to site, to check the
signal strength, i.e. how many “bars” are displayed.
The supplied stub antenna (P/N PD9230) should be suitable for locations with good Telco coverage
(full bars) and where the SMS Controller is in a non-conductive enclosure (plastic etc).

If the SMS Controller is to be enclosed in a metal cabinet, or the site does not have full
cellular signal, an external antenna will be required.

Status LEDs
PWR
OK
ERR
COMS

RXD
TXD

This LED is on when the device is powered on.
Flashes to show the device is active and not locked up.
This LED flashes to indicate that there is an internal error. All of these error
conditions are critical, and the unit should be returned to QTech for inspection.
This LED shows the cellular communication status:
Off
The cellular modem is off
Fast Blink (1s)
Searching for network
Slow Blink (3s)
Registered on network
On
SMS in progress
This LED will flash when a SMS is received.
This LED will flash when a SMS is sent.
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Firmware Upgrades
From time to time QTech releases new firmware for the SMS Controller. This may include both new
features and bug fixes. The firmware in the SMSC can be upgraded using SMS Messenger Workbench.
New Firmware and new versions of SMS Messenger Workbench are available on the QTech Website
www.qtech.co.nz in the SMS Controller product section.

Items required:
•
•
•
•

Computer or Laptop with a spare USB port
USB Cable (type A/B) for connection to the SMS Controller
QTech SMS Messenger Workbench software (v1.5 or later)
The updated firmware file
This has a file name of this type "Q48v xyz.hex" (where xyz is the new version number).

Upgrade Procedure
1.

Unplug the power connector. You will not be able to
remove the cover if the power cable is still connected.

2.

The top cover is retained by four dimples. To remove
the cover, prize it upwards evenly at one end.

3.

Locate the two Jumpers labelled ISP behind the USB
connector as highlighted in the photograph below.

4.

Ensure that both these jumpers are installed as shown
in the photograph (right).

5.

Replace the top cover. Ensure the top cover is
properly aligned and has snapped back into place on the 4 dimples.

6.

Reconnect the power cable and repower.

7.

Connect the USB cable between the laptop and the SMS Controller.

8.

Open SMS Messenger Workbench, it will connect to
the SMSC.

9.

The upgrade will erase the current configuration so
save it (save configuration) if you need a record of it.

10. Click the menu item in the control panel that says,
“Firmware Upgrade”.
11. Navigate to the folder containing the firmware file,
select and open it. Opening the file will commence the
programming process. Do not disconnect the USB
cable while the upgrade is being performed. The process may take a few minutes. At the end of
the process the unit will automatically be set to the factory default values.
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12. Once programmed, Remove the top cover again and
remove the ISP jumpers before commissioning the
SMS Controller.
13. Using the load configuration menu you can restore the
old configuration but check that all phone numbers
are correct in the address book and on the system
information page
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Technical Details
Operating Voltage1:
Power Connector:
Operating Current:
Antenna2:
USB Port3:
RS232 Port4:
Environmental:

Case Size:
Weight:
Mounting Holes:
RSM SCN:
Modem specifications5:

12 – 24 Volts DC
3 pin screw terminal
Short circuit and reverse polarity protection
~14mA @ 12V
~10mA @ 24V
50 Ohms, SMA connector
Type B socket
DB9 female connector
0 - 65C operating and storage temperature
90% humidity, non-condensing
IP20, Water contact must be avoided
186 x 120 x 40mm (Overall)
261 grams (with supplied antenna)
Qty 4x M4 mounting holes at 177 x 84mm centres
R-NZ
3G bands (MHz): B1(2100), B5(850), B8(900)
4G bands (MHz): B1(2100), B3(1800), B5(850), B8(900) B28(700)

Trouble Shooting and Tips
Symptom
Green PWR status LED not
blinking when power
applied
No texts are received

Unable to control an
output via text.

Cause
Blown fuse
Insufficient power supply
voltage
Address book entry is
incorrect
Telco credit has expired
SIM is not installed or
Reception/coverage is poor
The user isn’t configured as
being able to use control

The wrong command has
Predetermined formats are
been sent to the Controller needed in the text
messages

Intermittent Operation

Telco signal strength

Solution
Replace internal fuse. Use 2 Amp
quick blow type
Check supply and provide suitable
power supply
Check settings and then send a “test”
text to the user
Top up as needed
Check SIM card and send a “test” text
to the user from the installed site
Check address book settings and
select the “allow control” option for
the user
Simply text the SMS Controller (even
a blank SMS) and it will tell you the
format of the allowed messages. This
is also shown in Live Status of the
Workbench software
Consider saving frequently used texts
as a template in your cell phone
Send the SMS a “stats text. Monitor it
and/or upgrade antenna
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User Notes and Installation Details
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Warranty
The SMS Controller hardware and software is covered by QTech’s Limited Warranty Agreement and
software End User License Agreement, respectively.
Please refer to the QTech Limited Product Warranty Agreement, which may be downloaded from the
QTech website: www.qtech.co.nz
QTech Data Systems Limited does not warrant the suitability of this product for any particular
application as the conditions in which it is used are beyond our control. This is not withstanding
warranty of merchantability.

Additional Information and Support
If you have problems, try the following:
•
•
•
•

Visit the QTech web site for application notes and guides
Refer to the Troubleshooting Section
Contact the support desk at techsupport@qtech.co.nz
Phone the support desk, contact details at beginning of this document
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